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The new pay settlement

in the NHS has denied

615,000 NHS staff a 1%

pay rise this year. We

will receive their usual 

annual increments in

2014-15 but nothing

else.

A further 550,000 staff

will get a 1% rise for each

of the next two years but

as monthly additional payments alongside their salary.

The Tories’ divide-and-rule is estimated to save just £200

million from the NHS budget this year. Its real intention is

to further attack the pay and conditions of NHS workers.

Because despite what the Coalition claims, there is

plenty of money going around. Bankers’ bonuses

worldwide are 29% higher than a year, with even larger

increases in the City of London. The divide between rich

and poor is reflected in the NHS itself.

A firm with a close advisor to the Tories has made £2.6

million from the health service in 10 months by filling

vacancies in the new Clinical Commissioning Groups set

up under the Health and Social Care Act. Tory MP

Nadhim Zahawi has been a non-executive director of the

recruitment firm SThree since 2008, and earns £2,917 a

month for seven hours work. This is the man who last

December said child benefit and tax credits should be

taken away from families after they have two children.

The NHS is slowing being starved to death by combined

process of cuts, reforms and privatisations.

More than a third of hospital trusts are predicting

deficits at the end of this financial year. The net total

forecast deficit of the 141 trusts is £373.1 million — a rapid

deterioration from the £700 million net surplus last year.

Much of it is as a result of the end of “transitional

support” from strategic health authorities, which were

abolished under the new legislation. Many of these trusts

would have been in a similar financial situation in 2012-13

without the bail-out funding they received to stabilise

them; now that safety net has been removed.

Under the new system, clinical commissioning groups

(CCGs) have been placed in charge of around £70 billion,

representing more than two-thirds of the NHS budget.

These GP-led bodies have been pushed to spend precious

resources on private companies to advise them on buying

care, drug purchasing and negotiating hospital contracts.

NHS England has just advertised for companies to

compete for £5 billion of such work, placing a handful of

private companies at the centre of the health system.

Capita, G4S, Serco and the rest will be advising on the

commissioning of services — of which they themselves are

major providers.

All Trusts are now obliged to get “best value” contracts

for all their services. Millions are being wasted on this

tendering process.

All this at a time when NHS is being forced to making

£20 billion efficiency savings.

In the meantime, clause 119 of the Care Bill (which has

just past its final Parliamentary stage), will give the

government sweeping powers to close and part-close

hospitals without full local consultation. In London a third

of Accident and Emergency departments are under threat.

We are now in the run-up to a general election and many

Tory and Lib-Dem MPs in marginal constituencies will be

under pressure over local hospitals and services. Labour’s

Andy Burnham has promised to repeal the Health and

Social Care Act. But will Labour reverse the cuts?

There is both and opportunity and a responsibility

here to build a renewed community and labour

movement campaigns; campaigns which can mobilise

to defend hospitals before the government has a

chance to close them down. Without such a campaign

we cannot save the NHS.

Fight to save the NHS!

This bulletin is produced by members of Workers’ Liberty who

work in Local Government and are active in Unison. Workers’

Liberty is a revolutionary socialist organisation that fights for a

working-class alternative to capitalism and Stalinism based on

common ownership and workers’ democracy. For more infor-

mation, see www.workersliberty.org

Domestic violence is a
labour-movement issue
Domestic abuse and violence has been taken up as a

workplace and trade union issue since the 1990s,

under the impact of feminist-inspired campaigning

and practical work of organisations like Women’s Aid.

The labour movement has to recognise that women are

the main victims of domestic violence (two women die a

week as a result of domestic violence), and that

we live in a society where women’s oppression and

sexism is a daily part of life. Capitalism needs us to be

kept in our place!

Is an utter disgrace that the union feels it can overrule

one of two motions from the Womens’ Conference on the

grounds it could put the union into “legal jeopardy.”

Believing women is not an affront to due process! These

attitudes help perpetuate the victim blaming that is rife in

wider society.

In terms of formal union policies, domestic violence has

long been seen, correctly, as a social issue that cannot be

confined to the “private sphere”. It impacts on our ability

to work. In most workplaces someone will have

experienced it directly or indirectly. Unions need to

negotiate specific policies with employers. Unions can also

provide a certain amount of practical support and

information, even if it is just flagging up specialised help.

Unison was at the forefront of these initiatives. In 2002

the TUC published a guide on domestic violence for

unions and employers. We must fight for the Violence

Against Women motion to be heard, and for Unison to

take practical action to develop sufficient resources to raise

awareness of the issue and fight against the cuts that target

special violence against women services.

While all UK unions have good policy, and a sincere

commitment to do something, it is more difficult to assess

exactly how this is being incorporated into union

organising on the ground and success in negotiating with

employers.

With a 30% cut in funding for organisations that support

abuse sufferers, it will be increasingly important for

workers to be able to access support through their

workplace.

Domestic violence is a workplace issue that affects its

victims — mostly women but sometimes men — at work.

It can affect how well you do your job, your timekeeping,

and your physical and mental well-being.

The idea that domestic violence is a private matter has

been around for a long time. It helps to protect its

perpetrators and disempower its victims. We can not

tolerate employers taking such a stance — especially as

they are supposed to have a “duty of care”!

Unison has official equality structures but what it

doesn’t have is vibrant self-organisation, real

democracy and a rank-and-file organisation which

unites people to fight the cuts but engages with them

on other issues including the struggle for women’s

liberation. Let this serve as a wake-up call.

Violence Against Women: 
Why this is still a trade union issue

Unison National Women’s Committee 
official fringe meeting

12:45, 18 June, Syndicate 1
The Brighton Centre

Ideas for Freedom: Their Class War and Ours
A weekend of socialist debate, discussion, and education hosted by Workers’ Liberty

3-6 July, University of London Union, Malet Street, London WC1E 7HY

Talks, workshops, and discussions include: 
• How can the unions regrow? • Will there be a Labour government? What should the left demand of Labour? • Oppres-

sion and liberation: Marxism and “intersectionality”; The politics of sex and “sexualisation”; Building international solidarity

for LGBT rights • Is the far right winning over Europe's workers? • Learning from the Miners’ Strike • Learning from the

First World War: workers' struggles during the war, the women's movement and the war, how world war became world

revolution • 25 years on: what 1989 meant for the future of socialism • A history of migration and migrants' struggles in

Britain • “Introduction to Marxism” sessions

Food and drink • Creche • Crash accommodation

Book online: workersliberty.org/ideas



For a real fight on pay!
The government have continued their attacks on the

NHS and public sector pay by announcing a zero cost-

of-living pay rise for the majority of health workers

and a meagre 1% only for those on the top of their pay

band. 

In local government the employer has offered 1% a

ballot is now ongoing for sustained strike action against a

real terms pay cut.

Even this 1% only applies to basic pay, not unsocial

hours or overtime payments. Health workers have

endured many years of zero or less than inflation pay

rises, leaving all ordinary health workers struggling and

poverty pay a reality for many.

The argument that reducing pay means more money for

services won’t be taken seriously. This comes from a

government who have cut and undermined the NHS,

increasing workload and reducing patient care, in a drive

to privatise health care for the benefit of the rich. 

Their other argument that those not receiving cost of

living pay are getting incremental pay rises so will get an

uplift is equally insulting. Increments are annual increases,

linked to performance, which build up to the full pay for

the job at the top of the band. The government are stating

the pay offer next year will mirror this year’s unless the

incremental pay system is renegotiated. The government is

fully aware of how potentially divisive this might be

amongst health workers.

Workers’ Liberty has been calling for escalating strike

action, including dates set for more than one strike day in

July and more dates set in advance for September. We also

advocate a national strike fund to pay out strike pay for

those who need it, and a discussion about selective action,

action short of strike, and work to rule tactics.

Over the last period one-day strikes have been

discredited. They win little and undermine the solidity of

disputes. Unison members in the NHS should demand

and fight for a strike ballot as is currently being run in

local government, and the case must be made that this

should go beyond a demand for the recommended 1%

which does little to ease the cost of living. Whilst Unison

Health Conference agreed a campaign to fight the pay

freeze, the union was unable to launch a ballot to coincide

with 10 July strike date. 

A day of action on 7 June is a start but delegates

and Unison members should discuss the formal

balloting for strike action of NHS workers which goes

beyond an offer of 1% towards clawing back the up to

12% real terms pay cut the freeze represents.

What should a rank-and-file organisation in Unison

look like? Our starting point must always be

supporting workers in struggle against their bosses. 

To build a movement capable of winning for our

members we need serious, well-organised rank-and-file

networks that can build support for militant action and

organise independently of union officialdom. We have to

show how a rank-and-file organisation can be a model of

democracy, promoting models of union organisation that

start from the workplace up and where the “distance”

between union members in workplaces and the union’s

structures is minimised. 

A new rank-and-file initiative should champion

militant, creative, and strategic industrial tactics, aiming

to build industrial battles that are fought to win around

specific demands. And a new rank-and-file initiative

must of course support the struggles of those union

members who face specific oppressions, including

women, black people, LGBT people, and disabled people.

Unfortunately Unison United Left was not created to be

this organisation and we have yet to see a serious

proposal for the much needed alternative.

Whilst we have many disagreements with the two

largest organised socialist groups in Unison, the SWP and

SP, we cannot just ignore there activists or allow a

situation to continue where we have either more than one

or no organised rank and file campaign in the Union. A

democratic organisation that debates its differences

whilst still maintaining effective action is possible. The

Local Associations National Action Campaign (LANAC)

built amongst activists in the teaching unions highlights

the importance of a group based on fighting to win

campaigns and not just fighting to win internal elections. 

Its success in fighting the leadership over pensions has

meant they have gained the respect of activists outside of

the organised left. It is their effective campaigning and

openness that has won them elections as a result. Our

starting point should be to reach out across the union to

all members who want to fight to save every job and stop

every cut. 

Workers’ Liberty members are keen to have these

discussions on the kind of rank and file we need and

invite you to stay in touch during and after

conference. 

What is rank-and-file organisation?

Support the Lambeth College strikes
Picket lines remained strong this week, as teaching

staff at Lambeth College in south London continue

their strike. Wednesday 11 June and Thursday 12 June

saw Unison members strike alongside their brothers

and sisters in the University and College Union (UCU).

College workers are striking against a contract brought

in by the college from April for new staff only, which will

mean they work longer hours, will work during the

traditional college holidays, and will have less sick pay.

UCU members began an indefinite strike on 3 June.

Students have received text messages telling them to stay

away from College as their classes have been cancelled.

The College has used agency staff to try and reduce the

impact of the strike. College management are attempting

to divide the college unions. A spokesperson for the

College said: “The impact of the new contract on Unison

members is minimal.” Despite such attempts to pit worker

against worker and union against union, workers at the

college continue to stand together. Unison Branch

Secretaries Ruth Cashman and Jon Rogers responded to

statements by the College: “The College bosses are

showing their complete lack of interest in the future of

Lambeth College by their

constant attacks on the

workers’ representatives

and attempts to divide

their workforce against

itself. We reiterate: we

stand with our sister union

the UCU in opposing

detrimental terms and

conditions for workers

and the imposition of a

two-tier workforce. Unison is asking members to take this

action because the senior management at Lambeth College

are refusing to negotiate on the terms of new contracts

which they have imposed upon new starters since 1 April,

and which threaten the interests of existing staff.”

A solidarity rally took place on Thursday 12 June.

Strikers are asking supporters to show solidarity by

visiting picket lines, and passing a motion of support in

their student union or trade union branch.

They are also asking for donations. Cheques payable

to Lambeth UNISON, 6a Acre Lane, London SW2 5SG.

• Please pass a motion in your Unison branch

supporting the strike. For a model text, see

bit.ly/lambeth-motion

Conference fringe meeting: Tackling the Tories
Organised by the Campaign for a 

Democratic Fighting Union

17 June, 7pm-8.45pm, Friends Meeting House,

Ship Street

Free Shahrokh 
Zamani!

Iranian trade unionist

Shahrokh Zamani is in jail

for his union activities. Support the 

campaign to free him at 

freeshahrokh.wordpress.com

Keep conference annual
NDC will debate the length and expense of union

conferences. It is right that the spending by the

union on conferences and events should be

investigated and, where possible, savings identified. 

Most members will agree that spending on lavish

hotels, plush rooms and non-essential food and drink

should be at a real minimum, but some of the

suggestions go further than cutting access to the finer

things in life for Unison staff! 

All Unison conferences see motions that do not get to

be discussed, limited time for fringe meetings, and often

extremely limited debate on contentious issues. To make

conference shorter or to hold it bienally will just further

alienate members and branches from the union, sectors

and the SOG. 

An increasingly undemocratic situation would be

allowed to evolve where the attendance of many of the

lowest-paid members will vastly decrease if delegate

entitlement is reduced. 

We should argue for a genuine audit of the

resources going into conference but our aim should

be to put these funds into building bigger and more

open conferences where discussion and debate are

at a premium.

Support outsourced workers at the
University of London

Workers at the University of London are striking to

stop 80 job losses. 

Bosses are threatening to close the Garden Halls, a

halls of residence where many workers are employed as

cleaners and porters.

Read more about their dispute, and donate to their

strike fund, at iwgb.wordpress.com


